
JCB TOOLS LAUNCHES SELECTION OF NEW-TO-2024 PRODUCT RANGE AT THE 
2024 INTERNATIONAL HARDWARE SHOW IN COLOGNE 

JCB Tools - an official partner of construction equipment manufacturer JCB – has launched a new 
range of industrial power products, tools and accessories, which will be showcased at the 2024 
International Hardware Show in Cologne. 

The experienced engineering team at JCB Tools has worked closely with the JCB Industrial Design 
team at the company’s world headquarters in Staffordshire to produce a comprehensive and ever-
expanding range of product categories. 

JCB Tools has developed and manufactured a range of trade-quality cement mixers, air compressors, 
industrial power tools, automotive products, the site storage system and hot pressure washers. 

Entrusted as a worldwide licence holder of JCB Tools, Genpower Ltd will be on hand at Stand D-001 
in Hall 10.2 to answer any technical and commercial questions, as well as providing an exclusive first 
look of our new range of products. 

Automotive Tools 

Built with high quality materials, our range of automotive tools are robust and designed to cope with 
the demands of carrying out maintenance and repair work in commercial automotive settings; such as 
MOT stations, workshops and car garages. 

Our range of automotive tools include low-profile and ‘quick-lift’ double-pump trolley jacks, sturdy 
and dependable quick-ratchet axle stand sets, a 2 tonne foldable engine crane, as well as socket and 
bit sets constructed with chrome vanadium steel. 

Cement Mixers 

Our new selection of products sees the exciting arrival of two electric powered 110V and 230V 
cement mixers, as well as two petrol-driven models joining our rapidly-growing range of categories. 

Built for the trade professional, all four of the JCB Tools cement mixers are fitted with a heavy-duty 
134 litre seam welded drum and feature a robotically welded one-piece chassis design for added 
strength and durability. 

Hot Pressure Washers 

Built upon a heavy-duty steel frame and fitted with a vertical burner and integrated detergent tank, 
our two hot pressure washers will make light work of cutting through stubborn grease, thick grime 
and oil. Ideal for heavy plant, machinery, agricultural and commercial applications. 

Our most powerful model is a 3-phase hot water pressure washer and generates 7300W of absorbed 
power, which, in turn, produces a substantial 2900psi of pressure at 140°. 

Industrial Power Tools 

The JCB industrial power tools range provide the base tools for your construction and renovation 
needs. They are robust, powerful and built for the trade professional. 

Engineered for the trade professional, the range includes heavy-duty angle grinders, rotary hammer 
drills, powerful demolition hammers, as well as a double bevel mitre saw and 2400W cut off saw. 

 

 



Air Compressors 

We are also launching ten JCB Tools air compressors with models ranging from the smallest 6 litre 
option to our largest variant, which is fitted with a 200 litre tank. 

Our direct drive range of models offer silent and oil-free options. Oil-free air compressors produce 
cleaner and drier air, and are also easier to maintain, which significantly reduces their running costs. 
The most powerful silent and oil-free model provides 7 Bar of working pressure, resulting in an 
impressive air displacement rating of 150L/min. 

We’ve added three belt driven models to our range of air compressors, with our largest variant 
boasting a substantial 200 litre tank, 7 Bar working pressure and formidable air displacement rating of 
200L/min. 

Site System 

A comprehensive selection of new products is completed by the exciting release of the JCB Tools 
Site System Storage range. Our market leading tool storage system offers a range of hard and soft 
power tool storage solutions. 

Featuring interchangeable functionality, the stackable tool storage ecosystem can be easily 
transported through workstations thanks to its integrated heavy-duty cart, which is fitted with two 
large 9” All-terrain wheels. 

For added convenience, the JCB Site System includes wall mounted bracket accessories as standard.. 

The site storage system set can be customised thanks to a choice of interchangeable product options, 
from cool bags and hardware organisers to large power tool boxes and tool chest style drawers. 

 

For further information on our wide range of tools and accessories, visit JCB Tools at Stand D-001 in 
Hall 10.2, or take a look at our brochure, which can be found on https://jcb-tools.com 


